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Speaker+verifica0on+vs.+recogni0on+

•  Let+S+be+a+set+of+N+speakers+{s1,&…,&sN}&

•  Speaker+verifica0on+(=+authen0ca0on)+
•  «+is+person+si+speaking?+»+

•  Speaker+recogni0on+(=+iden0fica0on)+
–  Closed'set+condi0ons+

•  «+which+speaker+si+is+speaking?+»+
– Open'set+condi0ons+

•  «+is+any+speaker+si+speaking?+»+
•  «+if+so,+which+one?+»+
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Supervision&

``Supervised’’+paradigm+
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TRAINING+SET+

TEST+
UTTERANCE+
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Outline+

•  Context+
•  Mul0modal+&+unsupervised+iden0fica0on+
– Overlaid+name+detec0on+

– Speaker+diariza0on+
– Name+propaga0on+

•  Results+&+discussion+
•  Conclusion+
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REPERE+challenge+

•  Speaker+iden0fica0on+
in+TV+broadcast+
– Closed'set+condi0ons+

«+which+speaker+si+is+speaking?+»+

– Open'set+condi0ons+
«+is+any+speaker+si+speaking?+»+
«+if+so,+which+one?+»+

– REPERE$challenge&condi;ons&
«&who&is&speaking&and&when?&»+
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The+REPERE+test+set+contains+116+different+speakers…+

…+of+which+only+57+have+a+corresponding+model+

+

Even&a&``supervised&oracle’’&could&not&get&100&%&accuracy.&
6+

Reaching+the+limits+

TRAINING+SET+ SPEAKER+
MODELS+

600++hours++
manually+annotated+

535+different+speakers+



Think+mul0modal+
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Any+source+of+informa0on+can+be+used.+

The+REPERE+test+set+contains+116+different+speakers…+
…+49+%+have+a+corresponding+speaker+model+

…+34+%+have+a+corresponding+face+model+

…&64&%&have&their&name&wriOen&on&screen&at&least&once&



Overlaid+name+detec0on+

•  Text+detec0on+
•  Op0cal+Character+Recogni0on+(OCR)+
– Tesseract+

http://code.google.com/p/tesseract-ocr/!

•  +Temporal+filtering+&+smoothing+
–  MA1T DAMUN | MATT DAMUN | MA1T DAMON | MATT DAMON !
–  ⟹ MATT DAMON !
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Johann+Poignant,+Laurent+Besacier,+Georges+Quénot,+and+Franck+Thollard+
From&Text&Detec;on&in&Videos&to&Person&Iden;fica;on&
IEEE+Interna0onal+Conference+on+Mul0media+and+Expo,+2012.+



Mul0modal+fusion+
•  Speech+ac0vity+detec0on+&+temporal+segmenta0on+

into+homogeneous+segments+(a.k.a.+speech+turns+t)+
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•  Name+propaga0on+
find+the+best+mapping+func0on6
m : T ! N [?

t 7!
⇢

n if name of speech turn t is n 2 N
? if it is unknown or not in N

0me+T = {t1, . . . , tNT }
•  Overlaid+name+detec0on+

0me+N = {n1, . . . , nNN }



Speaker+diariza0on+

•  Agglomera0ve+clustering+
– MFCC+coefficients+extracted+every+10+ms+(d=13)+

– Bayesian+informa0on+criterion+(BIC)+

– Stop+merging+when++
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�BIC = (ni + nj) log |⌃|� ni log |⌃i|� nj log |⌃j |� �P
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Mul0modal+fusion+

•  Smaller+(easier?)+problem+
find+the+best+mapping+func0on6
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0me+

m : S ! N [?

s 7!
⇢

n if name of speaker s is n 2 N
? if it is unknown or not in N

N = {n1, . . . , nNN }

S = {s1, . . . , sNS}



1FtoF1+mapping+/++

•  Assump0on+
– speaker+diariza0on+is+perfect+
– one+name+n+⟺+one+speaker+s6
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M1

M1 = argmax

m : S!N[?

X

s2S
K (s,m(s))

K (s, n)

•  Assignment+problem+

+where++++++++++++++++++is+the+cooccurrence+dura0on+of+s+&+n6

•  Solved+using+the+Hungarian+algorithm+



Speech+turn+tagging+/++

•  Observa0on+
– when+a+single+name+cooccurs+with+a+speech+turn,+
p+=+95+%+that+this+is+the+correct+name.+

•  Principle+
– first,+tag+unambiguously+named+speech+turns+

–  then,+apply+previous+approach+on+remaining+
speech+turns+

13+

M2



1FtoFN+mapping+/++

•  Assump0on+
– overFsegmented+speaker+diariza0on+

– one+name+⟺+mul;ple+speaker+clusters+

•  Apply+speech+turn+tagging+first66
•  66
66
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M3

2.1. Speaker Diarization
Speaker diarization consists in segmenting the audio
stream into speaker turns and tagging each turn with a la-
bel specific of the speaker. Given that no a priori knowl-
edge of the speaker’s voice is available in the unsuper-
vised conditon, only anonymous speaker labels can be
provided at this stage. We use in our experiments the
LIMSI multi-stage speaker diarization system for broad-
cast news data [4]. After splitting the signal into acousti-
cally homogeneous segments, the clustering into speaker
classes is performed in two steps: a first agglomerative
clustering stage uses the BIC criterion with single full-
covariance Gaussians and is optimized for providing pure
clusters; then, a second clustering stage takes advantage
of an increased amount of data per cluster and uses more
complex models and a cross-likelihood ratio (CLR) as
cluster distance. This system provides 14.1% Diarization
Error Rate (DER) on our test data (see section 4.1) and
9.9% if overlapping speech is discarded.

2.2. Overlaid Name Detection
We present in [5] a video OCR system for overlaid texts
in videos. Text detection is performed in three steps, first
a coarse detection finds text box candidates, then text box
coordinates are refined and finally a temporal tracking is
performed. After adapting images (resolution, binarisa-
tion) to a standard OCR system, a post-processing com-
bines multiple transcriptions of the same text box.

In addition to these methods of text detection and text
recognition, we use a simple technique to find spatial po-
sitions of the text boxes used by the show to introduce a
person. This technique is based on the recurrent spatial
positions of famous people names.A preliminary analysis
of our data has shown that when a speaker speaks and one
or more text box is found by this technique, the speaker
has his name written in 95% of the cases in our evaluation
corpus.

3. Name Propagation
Let us denote T = {t1, . . . , tK} the set of speech turns
and S = {s1, . . . , sL} the set of L speaker clusters found
by our speaker diarization system. N = {n1, . . . , nM}
is the short list of M names detected by our video OCR
approach. Figure 2 illustrates an example that will be
referred to throughout the rest of the paper.

Figure 2: Speech turns, speaker clusters, overlaid names
and results of the proposed name propagations.

We propose three different approaches to name prop-
agation whose differences are illustrated in Figure 3.

Their shared objective is to find the optimal mapping
function m defined as:

m : T ! N [?

t 7!
⇢

n if name of speech turn t is n 2 N
? if it is unknown or not in N

3.1. One-to-One Speaker Tagging

This first method (denoted M1 thereafter) relies on the
strong assumption that speaker diarization provides per-
fect speaker clusters. Therefore, it consists in finding the
one-to-one mapping f : S ! N [ ? that maximizes the
co-occurrence duration between speaker clusters and the
names provided by the video OCR component:

f = argmax

f

X

s2S
K (s, f(s))

where K(s, n) is the total duration of segments where
speaker s talks and name n appears simultaneously.
f(s) = ? means the name of speaker s remains unknown
and K(s,?) = 0. The so-called Hungarian algorithm
(also known as Munkres assignment algorithm) is used
to solve this problem in polynomial time [6].

Figure 3 shows the output of this approach M1 when
applied on our running example: s1 7! n1, s4 7! n2,
s5 7! n4 and s2 7! n3. Speaker s3 remains unknown
and name n5 is not associated with any speaker.

3.2. Direct Speech Turn Tagging

The second approach (denoted M2) is based on the ob-
servation that, when one name n written alone on screen
is detected, any co-occurring speech turn is very likely
(91.5% precision on the test set) to be uttered by this
person n. Therefore, our second approach is performed
in two steps. First, speech turns with exactly one co-
occurring name n are tagged with the latter. Then, the
previous method M1 is applied on the remaining unnamed
speech turns. As a result, Figure 3 shows that speech turn
t7 is correctly renamed from n1 (with method M1) to n5

(with direct speech turns tagging).

3.3. One-to-Many Speaker Tagging

Our third (and last) proposed approach (denoted M3) no
longer blindly trusts the speaker diarization system. In
particular, it assumes that it may produce over-segmented
speaker clusters, i.e. split speech turns from one speaker
into two or more clusters. This is likely to be the case
for speaker clusters s2 and s3 in Figure 3. Therefore, this
approach allows the propagation of an overlaid name to
two or more speaker clusters.

First, direct speech turn tagging is applied similarly to
method M2. Then, each remaining unnamed speech turns
are tagged cluster-wise using the following criteria:

f(s) = argmax

n2N
TF (s, n) · IDF (n)

TF (s, n) =
duration of name n in cluster s

total duration of all names in cluster s

IDF (n) =
# speaker clusters

# speaker clusters co-occurring with n
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Experiments+on+REPERE+test+set+

•  7+TV+shows+
–  from+BFM+TV+and+LCP+

–  talk+shows+and+news+
•  27+hours+of+videos+

–  6+hours+annotated+

•  9+anchors+
–  45+speech+turns+/+anchor+
–  5+minutes+/+anchor+

•  113+other+speakers+
–  10+speech+turns+/+speaker+
–  1+minute+/+speaker+
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Speakers Propagation Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-measure

All

M1 80.5 58.2 67.5

M2 82.1 60.7 69.8

M3 77.7 63.9 70.2

No anchor M3 89.2 75.3 81.7



Full6video+condi0on+Standard+condi0on+

The+longer,+the+bemer+
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Speakers Condition Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-measure

All

Standard 82.0 55.6 66.3

Full video 77.7 63.9 70.2

No anchor

Standard 88.5 72.4 79.7

Full video 89.2 75.3 81.7



Error+analysis+

•  Speaker+diariza0on+is+not+perfect+
Diariza:on6Error6Rate6�6106%++

•  How+does+it+impact+the+overall+system?++
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Speaker Diarization Propagation Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-measure

Perfect

Perfect 100.0 76.5 86.7

M1 98.0 76.4 85.8

Automatic

M1 89.1 70.3 78.6

M2 91.0 73.1 81.0

M3 88.5 72.4 79.7

No+anchor+



The+best+of+both+worlds+

•  Gathering+training+data+for+anchors+is+easy.+
•  Why+not+combine+both+supervised+(SID)+
and+unsupervised+(M3)+approaches?+
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Speakers Approach Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-measure

All

SID 60.1 55.1 57.5

M3 77.7 63.9 70.2

M3 + SID 77.9 77.0 77.5

No anchor

SID 47.0 44.4 45.7

M3 89.2 75.3 81.7

M3 + SID 80.7 83.4 82.0



Conclusion+

•  Unsupervised+mul0modal+iden0fica0on+bemer+
than+its+supervised+monomodal+counterpart.++

•  …+and+they+are+complementary+

•  Reproducible+research+
http://herve.niderb.fr/reproducible_research!
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